I hope you enjoy this newsletter and it manages to capture
some of the many things that have been going on in school
and off site this term. Our Year 11s and most post 16 begin
their last term at Bensham Manor when they return. I
remember (as if it was yesterday) most of them on their
very first day in their secondary school having a tour with
their new classmates. We seemed to have experienced
most seasons this term, as I look out the window it is
pouring with rain! May I take this opportunity to thank our
wonderful staff for all their efforts this term in and outside
the class and wish you a happy and healthy holiday. I look
forward to seeing all the pupils normal time on Monday
16th April for the start of the Summer term.

Ashlyn (8RB) created a spring tree and a
chick, Daniel (8RB) create a spring image, as
part of their animation Project.

Some year 10 were given a camera to take
some photos of the Valentine disco.

Fernando (10Djo) and Lewi ( 10NP) created a
digital drawing for Valentines day.

On Friday 23rd March, Pupils ,Teachers and Teaching
Assistants. all joined in the fun run for
Some of us
dressed up for the run.

Find out more

In March we elected our Croydon Young Mayor. Here
are some photos of 10DJo at the polling station.

about young m
ayor, by
clicking on

Above: What is Social Media poster created by
Kieran (10NP)

Hello, what
is you
name?

On Wednesday the 7th March, pupils
enjoyed a masterclass with Mr Gilles
Quillot, Chef at the French Embassy in
London. Madame Taittinger-Jouyet
(wife of the French Ambassador in
London) and Madame Marie Keirle
(attaché for social affairs to the French
Embassy) were also present. The
workshop was organised via the Royal
Academy of Culinary Arts, under their
Adopt a School Trust. Our dignitaries
enjoyed a tour of the school and pupils
were able to ask questions about the
role of the Ambassador and the
Embassy.
Merci à beaucoup nos visiteurs. It
was a pleasure to have you with us at
Bensham Manor School.

